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Added public link to our presentation.
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THE OPEN EDUCATION INITIATIVE 
AT UMASS AMHERST 
 
Seeking Alternatives to High-Cost Textbooks 
 
 
 

Marilyn Billings and Charlotte Roh 
Charleston Conference 2014 

Based on Marilyn Billings’ OER Summit Presentation (October 2013)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who here knows what this is? And has somehow been involved? 



Why Open Education? 

“I stopped buying textbooks my second semester here.”  
- Marieme T., UMass Amherst Class of 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cost of textbooks has gone up and everyone is worried about it. Last year the Dept. of Ed put out announcements regarding the need to shift to digital resources to 1) help alleviate the cost of textbooks and 2) prepare our students to be technology literate. And I can use these 2 images two demonstrate these points because of fair use.



Seeking Solutions 
• The Provost’s Office and the University 

Libraries of the University of Massachusetts 
Amherst launched the Open Education 
Initiative (OEI) in the Spring of 2011. 

 
• The OEI is a faculty incentive program (a 

small grant) that encourages: 
– the creation of new teaching materials, 
– the use of library subscription materials, 
– or the use of existing open (free) information 

resources to support our students’ learning. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Funded through both the Provost’s Office and the Libraries. Open education resources are resources that are open and free to the public. For the OEI, we tweaked things so that it includes library subscription materials as well.



OEI Workshops / Consultations 

▪Workshops reviewing available OERs and 
library-licensed resources 

 

▪Individual consulting sessions for faculty 
with Scholarly Communication and subject 
liaison librarians, IT staff and others as 
needed 

 

▪Topics covered: library databases, OER 
availability, copyright and licensing issues, 
accessibility concerns, creating a sustainable 
curriculum with OERs, managing resources in 
the LMS, assistance with creation of new 
content 



OEI Grant: Faculty Proposals 

• Basic course information 
– Number of students 
– Current textbook(s) and cost  

• Anticipated implementation date 
• Narrative (500 words) 

– Outcomes 
– Sustainability 
– Challenges 
– Assessment 

 
 
The current application form can be seen at http://goo.gl/forms/NRH9lQTF2L  

Photo credit: Derek Jensen aka FireChickenTA99 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The faculty proposal is very straightforward. It addresses quite simply the cost of the textbook per student and what the course is trying to accomplish with these resources. Really, these are things that any professor considers when thinking of course materials.

http://goo.gl/forms/NRH9lQTF2L


Success Stories 
Faculty School/College Course Proposed 

Savings Per 
Student 

Proposed 
Course 
Savings 

Actual 
Savings 
as of  
Spring 2014 

Miliann Kang College of 
Humanities & Fine 
Arts 

Women's Studies 187: Gender, Sexuality 
and Culture 

$75  $22,500  $45,450 

Charlie Schweik College of Natural 
Sciences 

Natural Resource Conservation 592: 
Introduction to Geographic Information 
Systems 

$50  $1,500  $12,400 
  

Pam Trafford Isenberg School of 
Management 

School of Management 797: Financial 
Reporting for Decision Making 

$200  $8,000  $13,200 

Patricia 
Bianconi 

College of Natural 
Sciences 

Chemistry 342: Inorganic Chemistry 
Laboratory 

$235  $10,575  $34,075 

Daiheng Ni College of 
Engineering 

Civil & Environmental Engineering 520: 
Traffic Flow Theory 

$150  $3,150  $6,000 
  

Nicholas Reich School of Public 
Health and Health 
Sciences 

Public Health 697: Introduction to 
Statistical Computing and Data 
Visualization 

$130  $3,900  $2,730 
  

Barbara Roche College of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences 

Journalism 397E: Entrepreneurial 
Journalism 

$100  $1,500  $1,900 
  

Patricia Gorman Honors College Honors 390W: Irish Writers and Cultural 
Contexts 

$65  $1,625  $2,145 
  



Professor Hossein Pishro-Nik 
Course: Electrical and Computer Engineering 314: Introduction to 

Probability and Random Processes 
 
Cost of Regular Textbook: $143 
 
Proposed Cost Savings: $14,630 
 
Created: Introduction to Probability 
 
Semesters Taught: 8 as of Spring 2014 
 
Total Enrollment: 468 
 
Total Savings: $43,329+ as it has been used in other courses as well 
 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is just for the initial cost savings, for just one class. I am currently in the midst of assessment, and one of the big things we are asking is how many classes have been taught using the open education resources using the OEI grant. Each of these faculty members have taught the classes in the proposal more than once, so we can actually double the savings for these four people.[Click on Hossein’s picture for an example of his work.]

http://probabilitycourse.com/chapter1/1_1_0_what_is_probability.php


Student Advocacy 

http://masspirgstudents.org/campaigns/ma/make-textbooks-affordable 

• Students spend an average of 
$1,200 on textbooks and 
supplies a year. 

 
• This is 79.8% of a student’s 

summer earnings if working 
full-time at Massachusetts 
minimum wage 

 
• 65% of students surveyed 

have decided not to buy a 
textbook due to its cost. 



Partners Providing OEI Support 
Peer-Review by: 
CTFD 
IT Program faculty 
Librarians 
OIT 
 

Consultation 
with partners 
prior to award 

Faculty Award Letter 

Liaison Assignment 





The Textbook Problem @ NCSU 
From Caring to Responding to Leading 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We quickly evolved from caring to responding to student concerns about textbook affordability and access.Initially we did not pay incredibly close attention to the “textbook problem”.  We lacked bargaining power and market to make a direct impact on pricing and believed it was on the teaching and curriculum side – not library issue.Of course, we were early adopters of e-reserves and opened the first scholarly communication center staffed by a trained copyright expert to promote open dissemination, but it was not until the combination of the financial crisis in 2008 and growing campus concerns from students and their families about the costs of textbooks that we began to engage more deeply.We started by attending student government and various advisory meetings in 2008 regarding the cost of textbooks.  Our Associate Director for Collections was assigned to a student-led committee (final image) and that helped us realize how much frustration existed among students and how ripe the environment was for change.As student frustration and feedback grew – we decided to step into the issue.  Not at the core of pedagogy or textbook adoption, but we knew we could help.



Revised View from the Library 
• Libraries increase learning technologies 

and curriculum support role 
 

• Education, outreach, and expertise 
• Advocacy – Libraries’ developed 

expertise; offer consultations 
• Site on Alternative Models – Aim 

was to educate, and possibly 
persuade 

• White paper on alternative 
textbooks  

 
• Resource for faculty seeking alternatives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advocacy – “soft marketing”  - we developed expertise , built a simple web site, and provided one-on-one consultations. Faculty read site and that led to further conversations about options for textbooks.  



Course Books Efforts 

• Libraries’ policy is to purchase 
one copy of every required 
textbook. 
• % of titles circulating up each 

semester – word of mouth 
• Partnership with bookstore 

 
• Helped, but not changing the 

fundamental system. 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 



Starting to Lead 
 

• Market alternatives 

• Licensing/hosting Open Physics text  

• Hosting faculty-authored content 

• PoD - Bookstore/Espresso Machine 

• New market models - FlatWorld and 

OpenStax 

 
 

• Changing the market and the 
model through incentives 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/etexts/Physics_Fundamentals/.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, I am Will Cross, Dir. CDSC, here to tell you about our alt-textbook project.  This project offers competitive grant designed to empower our faculty to replace expensive text books with free, innovative open educational resources.  Funded by one year grant from Foundation.



$1,200 

increase in 
textbook 

costs in past 
30 years 

of students 
could not 
afford a 
required 
text  

800% 
70% 

Spent per student 
every year 

“A tower of used books” © Jorge Royan / 
http://www.royan.com.ar / CC-BY-SA-3.0 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Libraries historically have pooled resources to provide greater access to information, and this project and we recognize that Textbook prices have risen at an unsustainable rate - faster than housing prices or medical care.  This places a burden on students that prices too many out of higher education.  It also harms educational outcomes, forcing too many students to struggle through a class without the assigned readings they need.



Your 
materials 
 
 
to support 
your 
teaching 

“Teacher at Chalkboard”  
© Cybrarian CC-BY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also hope this project will empower our faculty to be better teachers, with current, customized materials. By incentivizing faculty to select or create their own teaching materials we hope that will be able to move beyond the one-size-fits-all textbooks that often limit the ability of faculty to engage with students.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
They can do this by tapping into a robust network of peer institutions that are already working in this area.  Ex, merlot, cc.  Introduce faculty to great materials they can use in all their classes.



“as or more effective” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although OER’s represent a new model, we are starting to see research done on their effectiveness.  Study released in Educational Researcher this month of 43 teachers and over 4,000 students in the sciences found that OER’s are slightly more effective than traditional commercial textbooks.  



Do Something 

Textbooks Can’t! 
“Students in Immersion Theater”  
© North Carolina State University 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By offering this program we hope to help our world class faculty do something innovative that a traditional textbook just can't.  We're already seeing Many proposals leveraging what we've been doing in our Hunt Library high tech spaces as well as many that we never could have imagined.  The program is freeing our faculty to be great teachers and giving students relief from the burden of costly textbooks.



Our team 

Brendan O’Connell 
Library Fellow 
Collection Management 
User Experience 

Will Cross 
Director 
Copyright & Digital  
Scholarship Center 
 

Kim Duckett 
Associate Head 
Research & Information Services 

Sydney Thompson 
Associate Head 
Access & Delivery Services 

Jason Casden 
Acting Associate Head 
Digital Library Initiatives 

Greg Raschke 
Associate Director for Collections & 
Scholarly Communication 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi, I’m Brendan O’Connell, and I’m a current Library Fellow with North Carolina State University Libraries in Collection Management and User Experience. I’ll talk about our experience on the ground building an OER faculty incentive program at NC State: our team, launching our project, doing outreach and promotion, our peer review process, building partnerships, and sharing some real-life examples from successfully funded applications. And before I begin, I’d like to recognize all the foundational work Marilyn and Charlotte have done in this area, paving the way for many more academic libraries to pilot this faculty incentive model to support adoption of OERs. Marilyn was extremely generous with her time and spoke with us on multiple occasions about how they established the Open Education Initiative at UMass, and even sharing extensive project materials with us as we were preparing to launch. Thank you very much!From the start, we took a team-based approach to this project. We wanted the Alt-Textbook Project to really be a tool, not just to save students money, although we care a lot about that, but also to promote the full range of library materials and services to our faculty, so it’s not just a grant award but an outreach opportunity for us to introduce faculty to materials and services they might not be aware that we offer. We’ve pitched grant awards to our faculty as the beginning of a semester-long process in which many of our librarians will work closely with them to help them locate and evaluate the quality of existing OER resources, using our course management system Moodle with library resources, e-reserves, licensing content for course use, exploring digital publishing tools, and incorporating streaming video into courses.Will, Kim Duckett, and I founded the project in late 2013, and applied for and received a $15,000 campus grant to build the Alt-Textbook Project. After receiving the grant, we added the Associate Head of Digital Library Initiatives Jason Casden and Associate Head of Access and Delivery Services Sydney Thompson to our team to bring expertise in web content delivery, and e-reserves, respectively. This team-based approach allows us to leverage a large range of library services to aid faculty award recipients, from Kim’s expertise in e-learning and course management systems, Will’s expertise in copyright, fair use, and licensing content, and Sydney’s skills in e-reserves, to name a few examples.



Internal Outreach & Promotion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We knew from early on that for this project to succeed, we had to get buy-in from staff. We were interested in asking staff to partner with faculty awardees throughout the semester, which would which mean more work, so we had to make sure to get them on board first. We decided to conduct outreach visits to department meetings for the most likely departments that faculty grant recipients would be working with – Collection Management and Research and Information Services, where the majority of our Subject Specialists are located. We also wanted this to be a recruitment effort, and asked our colleagues to help us seed great project proposals by promoting the grants to faculty they already have relationships with.



Faculty Outreach & Promotion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We promoted the project through emails to a number of faculty listservs, a press release, social media, and a gallery image in the artbox on our homepage.An important component of our outreach to faculty members was a series of information sessions on the project. We held two faculty info sessions, one in collaboration with our campus Office of Faculty Development, which holds a well-attended workshop series that we were able to tap into, thus leveraging an existing partnership so we’re not reinventing the wheel. We held an additional info session at D.H. Hill Library. We’ve also ended up meeting for individual consultations with almost every faculty member who attended our workshops, again demonstrating the effectiveness of open information sessions as a way to attract interest in the Project, and invite faculty members to seek further consults with us.



Peer Review Process 

• Bring all stakeholders 
to the table: 

• Students 
• Faculty 
• Campus partners 
• Librarians 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Peer Review, Flickr user ajc1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve built a diverse peer review team, including students, faculty members, campus partners, and librarians to evaluate faculty applications. I think it’s extremely important to bring all stakeholders to the table on a project like this that affects the entire campus, and especially to include student voices in our review process.



Partnerships 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re also currently working on developing partnerships on and off campus. Representatives of DELTA (Distance Education and Learning Technology Applications) and OFD are on our peer review team, and our Campus Bookstore has offered print-on-demand services at cost for our project. We’re fortunate that our campus bookstore is not an external for-profit entity, as many are, so in our case they’re extremely concerned about the cost of textbooks for students and are an enthusiastic supporter of efforts to promote textbook affordability.We’ve also been in discussions with Lumen Learning and OpenStax about using their platforms to publish some of our alt-texts, as well as the University of North Carolina system press. This represents a very potent partnership for us, as our library doesn’t offer digital publishing infrastructure, so for some of our more ambitious applicants, we plan to partner with UNC Press to publish open alt-textbooks. 



Applications - Identifying the 
Problem 

“Because data science is an emerging field, and 
because the topics span multiple disciplines, 
there was no single textbook we could adopt.” 
 

 
 

 

 
 “I plan to use the library-compiled guide to Open 

Educational Resources to find appropriate 
chapters for many of the basic topics.” 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

“Not only are the textbooks expensive, but the 
currency and configurability of the resources are 
limited by market-driven edition updates and 
copyright restrictions.” 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve just completed our applications and peer review process, and here are a few quotes. A common thread, not surprisingly, is that our faculty applicants are dissatisfied with commercial textbooks. Here’s a couple quotes to that effect. Obviously this is a self-selecting group of faculty members, but chances are that there are faculty on your campus who are also fed up with commercial textbooks and want change!



Applications - Pedagogical Innovation 

“The classic form of organic lab instruction is to 
provide students with a list of experiments. My 
students developed several videos highlighting 
individual useful techniques used in our labs. 
The creation of a “book” to house these videos 
and organize them in a logical way is the natural 
next step in this project. 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

“We propose to create prototype crowdsourced 
educational resource documents... that formalize the 
tools, processes, and products of academic crowd-
sourcing. Graduate students Think and Do to achieve 
the goals of digitally transformed education.” 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What strikes me is the innovativeness and diversity of proposals. Many of our faculty propose to create resources that incorporate existing practices in their courses - making instructional videos, crowdsourcing knowledge, and developing lab notes into a durable alt-textbook, but they just need a little help to publish it. We were actually surprised to see how many of our faculty were interested in creating totally new alt-textbooks, instead of adopting existing OERs. We’re confident that we’ll be contributing a great deal to the broader OER landscape by working with faculty members to publish all these new alt-textbooks on emerging, interdisciplinary, or specialized subjects.



Next Steps at NC State 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

■ Awards 
■ Leverage librarians 
■ More funding! 

■ Assessment 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

NEXT, Flickr user functoruser 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And finally, we’ve built assessment into our project, with plans to assess learning outcomes for students using OERs, continued use of OERs by faculty after the grant award period, and making improvements to our website based on comments and feedback. 



Assessment 

▪ Was there a cost 
savings? 

▪ Did students learn 
effectively? 

▪ Did faculty 
implement the 
parameters of the 
grant? 

 

Methods Used 

▪ Surveys 
▪ Qualitative 

interviews 
▪ Enrollment numbers 

Results can be used for improvement and marketing. 

Objectives  



Lessons Learned:  
What Worked 
 
✓ Value of mini grants 
 
✓ Meet faculty where they are 
 
✓ Capitalize on your strengths 

 
✓ Articulate value of existing library services 



Best Practices 

▪ Mix and match content from multiple sources to 
best suit your learning objectives 

▪ For YouTube Videos use the Mashup tool 
▪ Embed non-YouTube videos when possible 
▪ For e-books with a detailed table of contents, 

provide web links to specific book sections  
▪ Add short PDF documents as Files to open in the 

content frame 
▪ Add long documents as Web Links and set to 

Open in New Window 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review of best practices



Next Steps for Libraries 
 

• Assessment 
 
• Sustaining progress over time 

 
• Building a national Libraries & OER movement 
 
• See you at OpenEd 14! 
 
 
 
 

 



Gather and leverage success stories for 
faculty discovering OERs 

http://opencontent.org/blog/archives/3619 
 

http://opencontent.org/blog/archives/3619


Your Questions 



Marilyn Billings - Scholarly 
Communication & Special Initiatives 
Librarian 
mbillings@library.umass.edu 
 
 
Charlotte Roh 
Scholarly Communications Resident 
Librarian 
charlotteroh@library.umass.edu 
 

William Cross 
Director of Copyright & Digital 

Scholarship 
wmcross@ncsu.edu 

 
 

Brendan O’Connell 
Libraries Fellow 

brendan_oconnell@ncsu.edu 
 

go.ncsu.edu/libtextbook 

Thank You! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Added public link to our presentation.
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OER for Online instructors: Sample 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those familiar with BB Learn, you will recognize this as the instructor view of a Learning Module. I will go back and forth between two sample courses, this one on the Philosophy of logic …



OER for Online instructors: Sample 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
. . . and this one on Developmental Psychology. Marilyn's Open Education Initiative is primarily geared toward traditional face to face faculty. The eLearning group in Continuing and Professional Education sought to promote OER for online instructors. We held face to face and webinar workshops, demonstrating how to locate resources and build them into Blackboard Learn. Our goal was to showcase that OER is a win win for both instructors and students, providing rich, ready to use course materials. 



For YouTube Videos use the Mashup tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For YouTube Videos such as this short clip use the Mashup tool. It allows students to view content without leaving the course. There is an option to expand to full YouTube screen if desired



Connexions: http://cnx.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly, the psych course got materials from connextions. There is a YouTube MashUp a web link to a brain model, and a Ted Talk. 



<Embed> non-YouTube videos 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For non- YouTube video content embed when possible for a similar experience. Like the YouTube MashUp it plays in the content frame, but can be expanded to full screen.



Mix and match to meet teaching objectives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best part about OER is that you are not locked into any one set of resources. Both modules were missing substantive readings. For the philosophy module I went for a text from Project Gutenberg. 



Many eBooks have detailed Table of 
Contents 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
eBooks often have a detailed table of contents with hyperlinked section headings. 



Provide Web Link to specific book section 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the learning module you can then provide direct links to the exact section students are expected to read. 



Use institution databases when available 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each institution will have a different set of databases, but most will have at least some. While these are not OER, database resources are still available to students free of charge. UMass Amherst subscribes to CogNet Library. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Psychologists in Word and Image” is available on Amazon, but why have students pay for it when they can obtain content for free from the library?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fact, in my Developmental Psychology example, I only needed one chapter of the text on Jean Piaget. 



Add short PDF’s as files 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a short reading with just over a page of text. Added as a file to Blackboard it displays in the content frame for students to read. Students can still be downloaded and save the file to their computers. 



Add long PDF’s as links 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a Master’s thesis on developmental psychology available on Scholarworks. It is over 50 pages long so students are not going to read it in the course content frame. For long PDF’s it is best to add then as web links set to open in a new window. Students can then read in the browser, or download and mark up with Adobe Acrobat. 



Copyright and Author Rights  

Two basic questions from faculty 
 

1. How do I protect my copyright on the works I 
create? 

2. How do I make sure I’m not infringing on the 
copyright of others? 

 
 



How do I protect my copyright? 

▪ How do you want 
your work to be 
used? What is it 
that you want out 
of this experience? 
• Do you want other 

educators to be 
able to use it? 

• Do you want to 
commercialize it? 

• Do you want 
attribution? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creative Commons Licensing Process



How do I make sure I’m not infringing on 
copyright? 

▪ Check the CC license 
to see how the creator 
would like something 
to be used.  

▪ Exercise your fair use 
rights as academic 
educators and 
researchers.  

http://copyright.columbia.edu/copyright/files/2009/10/fairusechecklist.pdf   
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